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Abstract: Geospatial databases are utilized in modelling the huge volume of spatial-temporal data generated by tracking moving objects equipped with positioning devices. This data can be used in performing trajectory analysis such as optimum path finding or identification of collision risk. At the same time, this massive data becomes difficult to handle using traditional databases as raw trajectories contain a lot of unnecessary data points. Thus, trajectory simplification techniques are applied to reduce the number of vertices representing a trajectory. However, elimination of intermediate points by simplification process leads to a loss of semantics associated with the trajectories. These semantics are dependent on the application domain. For example, a trajectory of a moving vessel can convey information about time, distances travelled, bearing, or velocity. This research proposes a graph data model that enriches the simplified geometry of trajectories with the semantics lost in the simplification process. Raw trajectories, initially modelled and stored in a PostgreSQL/PostGIS database, are simplified according to both their spatial and temporal characteristics using the Synchronized Euclidean Distance (SED), while the Semantically Enriched Line simplification (SELF) data structure is adopted to preserve the semantics of the vertices eliminated in the simplification process. Then, enriched simplified trajectories are transferred to a Neo4j database and modelled in terms of nodes and edges using graphs. Trajectories can then be further processed using Cypher query language and Neo4j spatial procedures. A visualization tool has been developed on top of Neo4j graph database to support the semantic retrieval and visualization of trajectories.
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1. Introduction

Positioning devices mounted on moving objects generate streams of geo-location data which describe the path travelled by each object during a period of time; this path is called trajectory. The advent of satellite technologies has enabled the widespread use of these devices on moving objects. Common application domains using trajectory data include city planning, transportation management systems, and other location-aware applications (Buchin et al. 2008). In the era of big data, graph databases address the major challenges in management and analysis of voluminous data. The concept of storing and representing data in terms of nodes, edges and properties makes graph databases different from relational databases and well suited for trajectory data management systems (Stefanakis 2017). Spatial analysis capabilities have already been added to graph database systems. For instance, Neo4j, one of the most prevalent graph database systems, provides a spatial plugin called Neo4j Spatial to facilitate spatial operations on geospatial data modelled using graphs (Neo4j Spatial Plugin 2017).

Over the last decade, researchers have focused on modelling and analysing raw trajectory data points using graph databases. Data reduction has always been necessary due to the tremendous amount of data points contained in raw trajectories. The process of retaining only certain points which are significant in forming a trajectory is known as trajectory simplification and has evolved from cartographic line simplification methods (Keates 1989). The basic idea of trajectory simplification is to retain those vertices that better convey the trajectory characteristics for a particular application domain. For example, the point at which a vessel has halted for longer duration may be more important than other vertices in vessel movement tracking. The conventional cartographic simplification techniques have limited applicability to trajectory simplification as they remove high-density vertices based only on a threshold distance. For example, the most common simplification algorithm introduced by Douglas and Peucker (DP) does not consider the temporal dimension (time) associated with the raw points of trajectories. This limits DP algorithm to be utilized in trajectory simplification. The introduction of the Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED) as a criterion in trajectory simplification has been applied to overcome this limitation (Meratnia and de By 2004). Furthermore, trajectory simplification results in a loss of semantics (e.g., speed, heading and distance travelled) associated with the points that are eliminated during the
simplification process. The Semantically Enriched Line simplification (SELF) data structure has recently been proposed to retain the semantic attributes associated with individual locations of original trajectories (Stefanakis 2015).

The combination of the SELF data structure with the SED criterion has been implemented and tested in PostgreSQL/PostGIS using PL/pgSQL (Tamilmani and Stefanakis 2017). It has shown that semantics associated with the original trajectories are well retained in their simplified versions. The advent of graph databases (Neo4j 2017) has introduced an alternative and usually the more efficient way of modelling and analysing transportation data, including trajectory data, than traditional databases such as relational or object relational ones (Stefanakis 2017). This paper investigates the advantages of adopting a graph database to model and analyse the semantically enriched simplified trajectories generated by the combination of the SELF data structure with the SED criterion (Tamilmani and Stefanakis 2017).

The enriched simplified trajectories are extracted from PostgreSQL/PostGIS databases and modelled into a Neo4j graph database. The nodes in the graph database are attributed with the semantic attributes (speed, heading, time, distances travelled, latitude and longitude) of the trajectories. The relationship(edges) between the nodes contain the intermediate accumulated simplified and original distances between consecutive vertices in the trajectory. These attributes are utilized in performing trajectory data analysis.

The contributions of this study are twofold. First, to propose a graph model for transfer-three enriched simplified trajectories from PostgreSQL to Neo4j and further analysing them as graphs using Cypher query language (Neo4j 2017) and spatial procedures. The latter has been done by utilizing the Neo4j-spatial plugin that provides the geospatial analysis capabilities to Neo4j graph database (Neo4j Spatial Plugin 2017). Second, to support the semantic retrieval and visualization of modelled graph data in Neo4j. For this reason, a visualization tool has been developed on top of Neo4j for semantic interpolation at different levels of trajectory simplification.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Graph databases in trajectory data analysis

Trajectories are formed by connecting series of raw mobility data points. These individual data points include temporal dimension apart from latitude and longitude. Over the years, tabular structured relational databases have been utilized in accommodating connected points forming trajectories. The relational data model and an extended Structured Query Language (SQL) was proposed for supporting the modelling and querying of real-world transportation networks. The comprehensive framework was built on top of Open Geospatial Consortium complaint (OGC-complaint) data models to support an algebraic-based network model. The proposed model has not addressed trajectories with millions of points though (Hadi et al., 2014). In addition, relational databases lack in dealing with relationships because connectedness leads to increase in the number of joins between the tables, which in fact affects the performance of the database (Przemyslaw et al., 2016).

Graph databases help in leveraging the complex structure and dynamic relationships in connected trajectory data. The simple collection of nodes (vertices) and relationships (edges) facilitates the modelling of all varieties of data, from biological structures to the transportation data. Year by year the focus on utilizing graph databases in managing, processing and analysing spatial-temporal data has increased as the graph’s internal structure is in the form of a net-work (Gurfried et al., 2016). Similar to SQL in relational databases, graph databases are also equipped with a multifaceted and robust query language for retrieving information. On the flip-side, visualizing all the nodes and edges would pose additional challenges as the graph layout is limited to display only certain number of nodes. Partl et al. (2016) presented a technique called “Pathfinder” for visualizing and analysing large graphs. The authors have followed a query-based approach for allowing the users to refine the data based on specific starting and ending nodes. However, the criteria for choosing these starting and ending nodes are not properly defined. With the graph databases, all the trajectory points are utilized in performing spatial analysis (Simplified trajectories are not utilized). Also, visualizing the million nodes and links makes it relatively hard for the user to understand the graphical layouts. It arises the issue of readability as the human visual capabilities are limited (Herman et al., 2000, Cui et al., 2007). This study is focused on analysing raw data points representing simplified trajectories using the graph database. It is often required to reduce the tremendous amount of data points representing each trajectory. This process is also known as trajectory simplification. Also, the visualization tool has been developed on top of Neo4j graph database to support the semantic retrieval and visualization of trajectories.

2.2 Trajectory Simplification

The concept of reducing the number of points in a trajectory dataset is called trajectory reduction or simplification. The idea of trajectory reduction has evolved from cartographic generalization. Line simplification, the common cartographic generalization process, has been a key research area for cartographers over the years (Cromley 1991, Weibel 1997, Robinson et al. 2005, Wu et al., 2003).

While many researchers have proposed techniques to enforce the topological constraints on simplified polylines (Shahriari and Tao 2002, Tienaa et al., 2015, QiuLei et al., 2016), series of attempts have been made to enrich the content of linear geometries by annotating simplified trajectories with semantic data (Alvares et al., 2007, Yan et al., 2011, Richter et al., 2012, Parent et al., 2013, Stefanakis 2015). The series of sample points on a trajectory has been mapped as stops and moves by integrating semantic information (Alvares et al., 2007).
The pre-processing step to add semantic information to the stops and moves is a time-consuming operation though the implemented model enables significant compression of trajectories. The semantic enrichment platform SeMiTri based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) technique was developed with the provision of handling both fast and slow-moving objects (heterogenous trajectories). However, the multi-tiered approach has not considered scalability aspect of trajectories (Yan et al., 2011). Richter et al., (2012) proposed a system to enable users to determine the reference point and all possible movement change descriptions from that point. The authors extended network-constrained indexing to combine human movement with the individual positions on the trajectory. The pro-posed algorithm is only applicable to urban transportation networks.

The Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm has been criticized by many researchers. The problem of topological inconsistency between original and simplified geometry produced by DP algorithm was addressed by avoiding self-intersections on the simplified geometry (Wu et al., 2003). Even though most of the simplification algorithms consider only the perpendicular distance between data points and the proposed generalized version during simplification, these algorithms become inappropriate to be applied on trajectory datasets. This is mainly because they ignore the temporal characteristics of original trajectories. To remedy this, Meratnia and de By introduced the notion of Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED) based simplification while reducing the number of vertices in the trajectory (2004).

The DP algorithm has been extended to resolve the problem of spatial relations violation while simplifying the trajectories. The extended algorithm retains the topological, direction and distance relations between the original and generalized trajectories (Stefanakis 2012, Tienaa et al., 2015).

2.3 Semantically Enriched Line Simplification (SEfL)

SELF data structure has been introduced by Stefanakis (2015) to enrich the simplified line to convey semantics associated with the original version while achieving efficient generalization of trajectories by SED based simplification algorithm. The author has defined two variants in SELF structure based on how detailed the semantics to be attached with the simplified geometry.

The basic variant of SELF attaches the original line length (e.g., kilometic travel distance) to the simplified line. In this variant, a line with end points 1 (start) and n (end), and total length \(d_n\) will be represented by a simplified line defined in Eqn. 1 (Stefanakis 2015).

\[
[x_1, y_1, x_n, y_n, d_n] \text{ (SELF variant: basic)} \tag{1}
\]

An advanced variant for function lines will also tag the accumulated length per vertex along the line. Hence, each vertex \(K\) of the original line will orthogonally be projected on the simplified line and the footprint point \(K'\) will be assigned the accumulated length \(d_k\) from point 1 (start) to vertex \(K\) along the original line. If \(d_k\) is the Euclidean distance of point \(K'\) from end point 1, the simplified line will be represented in Eqn. 2 (Stefanakis 2015).

\[
[x_1, y_1, x_n, y_n, d_n, \text{ARRAY } \{(d_k', d_k); k=2, \ldots, n-1\}] \tag{2}
\]

In the attempt of enriching the content of the linear geometries while reducing the number of points, SELF data structure is implemented to preserve the length attributes associated with individual points on actual linear features (Tamilmani and Stefanakis 2017). The authors have implemented the advanced variant of SELF and tested the efficiency of the SELF structure with regard to geometric property preservation at various levels of simplification. The data structure has been implemented in PostgreSQL 9.4 using PL/pgSQL. The existing function in spatial extension PostGIS 2.3 has been extended in implementing the SELF structure.

For supporting the trajectory data enrichment, the advanced variant of the SELF structure has been extended to tag trajectory semantics: speed, heading, time and distance travelled. DP-SED algorithm works well for trajectory simplification as it retains the spatiotemporal characteristics of the trajectory. Each point on the original trajectory is projected on the generalized version based on SED. The footprint of each point will be assigned with speed, heading, time and distance travelled at that point (Eqn. 3).

\[
[x_1, y_1, x_n, y_n, d_n, \text{ARRAY } \{(d_k', \text{ speed, heading, time, } d_k) ; k=1, \ldots, n\}] \tag{3}
\]

3. Graph data model and analysis

Trajectories are formed by connecting series of raw mobility data points. Over the years graph databases have been used in analysing massive amounts of data generated by GPS devices mounted on mobility vehicles. For example, a trip duration of 60 minutes, with the location being recorded every 1 second, results in a total of 3,600 points. In a day trip, the dataset would contain 86,400 points. The number of nodes in the graph model is directly proportional to the number of points in the trajectory. Hence, it is necessary to reduce the volume of the dataset by applying trajectory simplification techniques.

Figure 1: Proposed graph model for storing a simplified trajectory along with semantics using self-structure

This study introduces a graph data model that integrates the SELF data structure in the description of the simplified trajectory (Fig.1). Each simplified trajectory...
has an origin and a destination. The starting and ending points of the original trajectory are converted into origin and destination nodes. The “INTERMEDIATE” nodes are attributed with original distance, speed, heading, time, latitude and longitude. In fact, these are the nodes which have been retained during the simplification process.

The “SIDE” nodes have the following properties: original distance, speed, heading and time. These nodes represent the vertices which were eliminated during the simplification process. So, these nodes do not carry the latitude and longitude as properties. The main idea of keeping “SIDE” is to support trajectory reconstruction. The edges connecting two intermediate nodes are weighted with both the original and simplified distance between the corresponding points on the trajectory. The relationship between two nodes is labelled as “NEXT”.

This study examines the modelling and analysis of enriched trajectories in a graph data-base. The approach involves three phases which are implemented in three system components.

**Component 1:** Transferring the simplified geometry of a trajectory and SELF structure from PostgreSQL/PostGIS to Neo4j graph database using JDBC

**Component 2:** Performing spatial and attribute analysis on the modelled data using Cypher query language and Neo4j spatial procedures.

**Component 3:** Visualizing the simplified trajectory in the web browser for semantic interpolation at different levels of trajectory simplification.

### 3.1 Postgresql/PostGIS to Neo4j Bridging

The purpose of the first component in the overall system is to combine the simplified geometry of a trajectory with SELF structure and convert the simplified geometry into nodes and edges with the semantics stored as properties. The simplified geometry data from PostgreSQL/PostGIS is mapped into Neo4j graph database using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). This component is implemented in the following three steps.

#### 3.1.1 Simplifying the trajectory based on Synchronous Euclidean Distance

SELF structure for dynamic lines stores the semantics associated with individual points on the original trajectory along the simplified version. As shown in the Fig.2, each point on the original trajectory is projected based on the SED to the simplified version. The sample trajectory shown in Fig.2 has 10 points in the original version, while the simplified version retains 7 points.

![Figure 2: Example original and simplified trajectories](image)

For each vertex on the original trajectory, the corresponding SED point is tagged with the semantics given in Table. 1 (Tamilmani and Stefanakis 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>LOCATION (lat lon)</th>
<th>SPEED (kmh)</th>
<th>HEADING (degrees)</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>POINT (6049890 4319964)</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:00.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:01.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>POINT (6049890 4319964)</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:02.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:03.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:04.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>POINT (6049890 4319964)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:05.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:06.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:07.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:08.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>POINT (5008130 4319964)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2017-05-23 01:00:09.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1.2 Generating nodes and edges from simplified geometry

Once the trajectory is simplified each point on the simplified geometry is compared with the points on the original trajectory to decide the node type. The points which were eliminated during the simplification are labelled as “SIDE” nodes and the retained points are labelled as “INTERMEDIATE” nodes, while the starting and ending points of the trajectory are labelled as “ORIGIN” and “DESTINATION” nodes. The “SIDE” nodes do not contain latitude and longitude, whereas all other nodes contain the spatial coordinates as these nodes represent the points which have been retained by the simplification algorithm (Fig. 3). In our example, the points 2, 7 and 9 were eliminated during the simplification process (Fig. 2). So, these nodes are labelled as “SIDE”. The remaining nodes representing points 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are labelled as “INTERMEDIATE”. The first and last nodes are labelled as “ORIGIN” and “DESTINATION”.

![Figure 3: Labelling the nodes based on the corresponding retained or eliminated points](image)

#### 3.1.3 Associating the nodes and edges with semantics from SELF structure

Once the nodes have been labelled, the SELF structure has to be parsed along with the simplified geometry to add the associated semantics as properties to the nodes. Algorithm 1 associates the nodes and edges with the semantics stored as properties. The developed algorithm takes the simplified geometry and the SELF structure as input to add the properties to the nodes. The accumulated length at every point on the simplified trajectory is calculated and stored in an array. Each simplified distance in the SELF structure is searched through the accumulated length array. If a match is found,
then that node is labelled as “INTERMEDIATE” and attributed with the corresponding latitude, longitude, speed, heading, time and distance travelled as extracted from SELF structure. If the accumulated length does not match with simplified distance in the SELF structure, then that node is labelled as “SIDE” and attributed with the corresponding speed, heading, time and distance travelled from the SELF structure.

Two separate CSV (Comma-Separated Values) files have been generated for uploading the trajectory data into Neo4j. One of them (all_nodes.csv) is for loading the nodes, and the other (all_edges.csv) is for connecting these nodes with edges. Any two consecutive intermediate nodes are connected by an edge which is weighted with the original and simplified distance between those nodes.

The generated nodes are then uploaded to Neo4j graph along with the properties using the Cypher query. Nodes are connected by edges after uploading edges CSV file to Neo4j graph using the Cypher query.

The generated graph represents the enriched simplified trajectories using nodes and edges. Fig. 4 shows a sample trajectory graph in Neo4j.

INTERMEDIATE nodes are labelled with the order of the corresponding point in the simplified geometry. The SIDE nodes are identified by an ID which follows the naming convention: (INTERMEDIATE_NODE_ID)_ (NEXT_INTERMEDIATE_NODE_ID)_(COUNT). For instance, the SIDE node with ID “5_6_1” denotes that is the first node lost during simplification between the intermediate nodes 5 and 6.

![Image of generated graph data showing the nodes and edges](image)

**Figure 4. Generated graph data showing the nodes and edges**

### 3.2 Spatial analysis using Cypher

The uploaded trajectory data into Neo4j can be analysed using Cypher query language and Neo4j spatial procedures. Here is a list of example queries that Neo4j can support:

1. **Finding the shortest and longest trajectory**
   - Number of nodes
   - The original distance between origin and destination
   - The time difference between origin and destination
2. **Identifying the overall collision region between trajectories:**
   - Identifying the collision region at a time interval

The SED based simplification was carried out over a dataset of vessel trajectories for August 2013 in the Aegean Sea as collected by the MarineTraffic Automatic Identification System (AIS) (MarineTraffic 2017) and the number of points retained after simplifying (with a threshold = 10km) is shown in Table 2. Simplification threshold has been chosen as 10 km based on the length of individual trajectories. The average length of all the trajectories is around 1000.0 km, so to achieve a higher simplification the small threshold value (10 km) has been chosen. Individual trajectories are identified by “MMSI” which is unique for the moving vessel. From Table 2, it is evident that the simplification step has reduced the number of points in the original trajectories.

Each simplified trajectory was associated with the SELF structure, modelled into the graph database, and used for further analysis to prove that not all the raw points in a trajectory are necessary to perform trajectory analysis.

Trajectories with a variable number of mobility data points have been chosen so that the representative set of features with a wide range of spatial-temporal characteristics is analysed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAJECTORY_ID</th>
<th>ORIGINAL_SENTEN_LENGTH</th>
<th>ORIGINAL_POINTS</th>
<th>SIMPLIFIED_POINTS</th>
<th>% OF COMPRESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v_47530005800</td>
<td>285.235</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>96.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_57859004800</td>
<td>285.235</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>97.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_50631004800</td>
<td>799.512</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>111.695</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>97.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>784.025</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>844.801</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>581.104</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>97.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>673.302</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>95.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>1098.122</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>1108.870</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>97.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>969.908</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>98.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>1130.137</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>98.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_53955004800</td>
<td>971.853</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>1196.780</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>566.618</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>1246.450</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>96.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>845.510</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>96.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>288.207</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>745.109</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>98.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>487.506</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>762.875</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>96.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>978.630</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>409.570</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>1027.862</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>977.027</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_54537004800</td>
<td>429.842</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>97.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of points in the original and simplified trajectory

#### 3.2.1 Finding shortest and longest trajectory

The path in the graph is defined as the sequence of nodes which are connected by weighted or non-weighted edges. In this model, edges are weighted with both the original and simplified distance between consecutive simplified points.

#### 3.2.2 Compression ratio based on the number of nodes connected between origin and destination

The sequence of nodes which are connected between the origin and destination is counted to determine the length of the trajectory. This connectivity measurement is carried out on all the individual trajectories in the modelled data.

Then the trajectory with the highest number of nodes between origin and destination is chosen as the longest and vice versa.

This connectivity measurement is carried out on all the individual trajectories in the modelled data. Then the
trajectory with the highest number of nodes between origin and destination is chosen as the longest and vice versa.

FOREACH (simplified_trajectory IN graph)
MATCH (origin: simplified_trajectory)-[c]->(destination: simplified_trajectory)
WHERE origin.id = destination.id
RETURN origin.name, COUNT(c)
ORDER BY COUNT(c) ASC/DESC;

By finding the ratio between the total number of nodes (including “SIDE” nodes) between origin and destination against the count of “INTERMEDIATE” nodes, this will be an interesting parameter to know how much the trajectory has been simplified.

FOREACH (simplified_trajectory IN graph)
MATCH (origin: simplified_trajectory)- [c]->(destination: simplified_trajectory), (orig: simplified_trajectory{nodeType: 'SIDE'})- [d]->(dest: simplified_trajectory{nodeType: 'SIDE'})
WHERE origin.id = destination.id AND orig.id = dest.id
RETURN origin.name, COUNT(c)/COUNT(d)
ORDER BY COUNT(c) ASC/DESC;

3.2.1.2 Shortest/longest trajectory based on original distance between origin and destination

The accumulated distance between the sequence of nodes which are connected between the origin and destination determines the length of the trajectory. This geometry measurement is done on all the individual trajectories in the modelled data. Then, the trajectory with the longest distance is chosen as the longest and vice versa. The below query sums up the original distance weight in all the edges for each trajectory to determine the original length of the trajectory. Then, it finds three shortest/longest trajectories by ordering the calculated distance in ascending/descending order. Also, the length of the simplified trajectory can be easily calculated by reading origDist attribute in the edge connecting to the DESTINATION node. The results are shown in Table 3 and 4 matches with the shortest/largest trajectories identified using OGIS (Fig. 5 & 6).

FOREACH (simplified_trajectory IN graph)
MATCH (origin: simplified_trajectory)-[c:NEXT]->(destination: simplified_trajectory)
WHERE origin.id=destination.id AND origin.type = 'intermediate'
RETURN origin.name, sum(toFloat(c.origDistWeight))
ORDER BY sum(toFloat(c.origDistWeight)) ASC/DESC LIMIT 3;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAJECTORY</th>
<th>LENGTH (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR_271010288</td>
<td>111695.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR_271041735</td>
<td>266211.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR_2710001250</td>
<td>298106.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of shortest trajectories based on the length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAJECTORY</th>
<th>LENGTH (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR_630902391</td>
<td>1826785.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR_213873000</td>
<td>1256468.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR_210913000</td>
<td>1182870.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Results of longest trajectories based on the length

3.2.1.3 Shortest/longest trajectory based on original distance between origin and destination

The time difference between the sequence of nodes which are connected between the origin and destination determines the total time duration of the trip. This temporal measurement is done on all the individual trajectories in the modelled data. Then, the trajectory with the higher time difference is chosen as the longest and vice versa.

The below query calculates the time difference between origin and destination for each trajectory to determine the total travel time of a trajectory. The time difference is then sorted in ascending/descending order to find the three shortest/longest trajectories.

FOREACH (simplified_trajectory IN graph)
MATCH (origin: simplified_trajectory)-[c:NEXT]->(destination: simplified_trajectory)
WHERE origin.id = destination.id
RETURN origin.name, (destination.time – origin.time)
ORDER BY (destination.time – origin.time) ASC/DESC LIMIT 3;

3.2.3 Identifying the collision region

The number of points within a distance from a reference location helps in defining how close a point is to the rest of the points within the region. This is similar to buffer analysis capability provided by most GIS software packages. In Cypher, using Neo4j Spatial plugin, a similar kind of analysis can be carried out. The function...
SPATIAL.CLOSEST finds all geometry nodes in the graph within the distance to the given coordinate (Neo4j Spatial Plugin 2017). The following Cypher query finds the corresponding number of nodes within particular distance for each node and identifies the point with the maximum number of neighbours.

```
MATCH (tr:TrajectoryNodes) WITH tr
CALL SPATIAL.CLOSEST('spatial_graph', {latitude: tr.latitude, longitude: tr.longitude}, 10000)
YIELD node WHERE node.trid <> tr.trid
RETURN tr, COUNT(node) ORDER BY COUNT(node) DESC LIMIT 1;
```

The results from Cypher query have been compared against the buffer operator in QGIS. The number of points falling within the buffer region (34) is same as the number of neighbors identified by Neo4j.

By enforcing the temporal constraint, the above query can be extended to find the collision region for a given time period of a day. The following sample will identify the collision point between 4 pm and 8 pm.

```
MATCH (tr: TrajectoryNodes) WITH tr
CALL SPATIAL.CLOSEST('spatial_graph', {latitude: tr.latitude, longitude: tr.longitude}, 10000)
YIELD node WHERE node.trid <> tr.trid  and node.day = tr.day  and  hour>16 and hour<20
RETURN tr, COUNT(node) ORDER BY COUNT(node) DESC LIMIT BY 1;
```

### 3.3 Visualization tool for semantic interpolation

A web-based graph data visualization system has been developed for visualizing the simplified trajectory and retrieving semantics using the proposed model. The dynamic system allows the user to choose the trajectory on which the semantic retrieval will be performed. The graph visualization capabilities have been added using the JavaScript framework “alchemy.js”. Alchemy is a graph visualization tool for developing web applications. It is easily customizable and includes the capabilities like clustering, filtering and embedding graphs (Alchemy 2017).

An HTML powered web application allows the user to select single trajectory from a collection of trajectories. The browser then sends the corresponding HTTPS request to a RESTful Webservice through an Angular-based web page (Angular 2017). The request is then parsed by Apache server before it hits Neo4j database for retrieving the corresponding graph as an object. Java-Neo4j-API lets the Java program communicate with Neo4j database. The response is a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) object that is then parsed by Alchemy to display the graph data on the browser. The following snapshots summarize the functionality of the developed system. The user can choose a single trajectory from the dropdown list of trajectories.

The visualization architecture is shown in Fig.7. After a trajectory is selected by the user, the corresponding graph data can be visualized on the browser screen. Once the database responds with proper data, the object received by Apache server is sent to alchemy.js as a JSON object. Alchemy framework enables the browser to parse the JSON object. Numeric value on the edges denotes the number of points eliminated during the simplification between those edge nodes.

In this example between node 6 and 7, there was one point which is lost during the simplification of the trajectory. If the user clicks on that number, the corresponding node (“SIDE”) which has been lost will also be displayed.

The nodes in pink circles connected by red coloured edges represent “INTERMEDIATE” points, while the nodes in green connected by dotted green edges represent “SIDE” points. The user can click on any node to retrieve its corresponding semantics, such as speed, heading, distance travelled and time of crossing (Fig.8).

![Figure 7. Visualization system architecture](image)

![Figure 8. Alert box with the semantics for the clicked point](image)

### 4. Conclusions

This research adopts the annotation of the simplified geometry of trajectories with associated semantics using the SELF structure to retain their original semantics as an array of values and introduces a graph model and visualization tool for performing useful trajectory data analysis. The graph data model to represent simplified trajectories preserves both the spatial and temporal characteristics of their original versions. The model has been implemented in Neo4j using Java programming language. Experimental spatial analysis performed using Cypher query has proven that usually not all the raw points in a trajectory are necessary to perform trajectory analysis.
Visualization of massive trajectory datasets becomes difficult to handle as the large amount of raw data points makes the processing complex. The proposed graph model for combining the simplified geometry of trajectories and SELF data structure has facilitated the trajectory data analysis using Cypher query language and Neo4j Spatial procedures. The visualization tool developed on top of Neo4j provides useful functionality that can be extended to support different application domains.

More emphasis on evaluating the time complexity of the implemented algorithms with various compression levels being applied to the SELF structure will make the running time optimal. Both the graph model and developed visualization framework can be applied to various application domains such as bus transit and metro systems. The visualization tool can be extended to display the trajectories on geographic base maps.
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